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Map how research efforts change through time and
space, and how this is related to specific priorities,
events, and cultures
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• Basic good, produced & adopted in many regions,
in the N and in the S
• Central actor in the green revolution
• Different priorities and interests, depending on
different factors
• Problematisation: e.g. productivity, nutrition, use
of resources
• Evolution of (technological) characteristics
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(c) Main topics in rice research

Pubs. loosely related to yields, nutrition, & inputs. Trade specialisation
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1. Empirical approach to studying the evolution of
published research across time and space
2. How this may be related to priorities
3. Does research reflects the needs of farmers and
consumers in different countries?
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3) Focus on molecular biology and genomics (substitutes
for direct research on plant protection )
4) Human consumption high relevance in the last decade
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C OUNTRY RESEARCH SPECIALISATION
mephosfolan
mephosfolan

mephosfolan

• Co-word algorithms to analyse the similarity between words
• Two descriptors are similar when they appear together in several documents
• Cluster descriptors defining different topics (communities), and compute the network structure
• Overlay subsets of the total corpus on the global
map to identify high frequency areas
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• The map of published research on rice has
changed dramatically in the last three decades:
different technologies
• Pests and traditional genetics ⇒ production and
nutrition ⇒ transgenic and molecular biology ⇒
human nutrition
• Main future direction: transgenic. Sustainability?
• Countries participate differently in shaping the
global trajectory
• Countries pubs not obviously aligned with priorities/outcomes
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A dynamic picture of the political economy of rice research, contrasted with yield, nutrition and inputs.
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Different countries participate in the global trajectory
India: Plant nutrition, protection & traditional breeding
China: different forms of genetic research, no protection
USA: only transgenics

Top exporters: Thailand and Vietnam
Low income countries top producers: very little published research (production & socioeconomic)
Egypt top yield, Nigeria bottom yield
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